THE PALACE OF THE LOST CITY
This luxury five-star hotel in Sun City has integrated the natural beauty of its surroundings into its design,
taking architectural and interior themes from the legend of a lost African tribe to capture the essence of The
Palace. Think richly-woven colours, faux elephant tusks, sculptured bronze and crystal, and jungle cascades.
The magnificence of the wild landscape is depicted through lions, kudus, birds and beasts of all kinds; these
are immortalised in statues, stone carvings, mosaic illustrations, vaulted ceilings, dazzling flame-topped towers
and in artist Danie de Jager's bronze wildlife sculptures. With fresco ceilings above and ancient tiles below,
you are left to stand in awe at the sheer scale and grandeur of the masterpiece that is The Palace of the Lost
City.

CASCADES
Named for the waterfalls and calming pools that trickle throughout the property, the 5-star Cascades hotel is
an oasis of calm in the midst of the Sun City Resort and in close proximity to all the activities Sun City has to
offer.

SOHO
Often referred to as the Main Hotel, Soho hotel and casino was the first hotel to be built on the resort.
This 4-star accommodation option is located right at the heart of Sun City, and is central to all the
activities and things to do at the resort. Alive with activity, Sun Soho buzzes around the clock with the
excitement of its world-class restaurants. This 4-star hotel overlooks a magnificent landscape of subtropical gardens and sparling swimming pools. Sun Soho stands out for its alluring glamour and
excitement, and offers pool and lake-facing rooms on the edge of the world-famous Gary Player Golf
Course.

CABANAS
The newly refurbished Cabanas hotel is situated at the Sun City Waterworld Lake, offering guests a
contemporary twist and great ‘base’ to explore the resort. As the sun sets over the open spaces and rolling
lawns the nights begin at the Cabanas Pool Deck, with chic cocktails and a vibrant island setting.

